
 
 
 
 
 
 
TO:   Ken  
FROM:  Darla 
DATE:   January 31, 2006 
SUBJECT:  Office Management Report – January 
   
 
 
Bank Balance: 

TDNA has $96,193.63 in checking and $3,580.32 in savings – a total of $99,773.95.  It is 
time to put some of that money into a treasury bill.  I’ll check on rates next week so we can 
decide whether to use our old securities firm or a new one. 
 
Updates: 
 
 

• Board elections … Gary Borders has been elected treasurer and ballots are coming in 
to approve the appointment of Olaf Frandsen to the board.  After all the ballots are in, 
the only step left is to send out a news release announcing the new 2006 board of 
directors. 

 
• Awards … After extended the deadline and emailing editors directly, we finally 

received two entries in the John Murphy Award for Excellence in Copy Editing 
contest – both from the same newspaper.  It looks like we have sufficient entries for 
the Fred Hartman Excellence in Sportswriting and Bright Ideas awards, but nothing 
for the Taggart or Mayborn awards. 
 Helen will begin opening and logging in the entries on Thursday and will make 
arrangements to get them to the judges – Murphy entries to Woody Wardlow in 
Florida, Hartman entries to Terry Young, and Bright Ideas entries to UT. 
 All that is left now is for you and Charles Moser to get together and select 
nominees for the Taggart and Mayborn awards. 

 
• Directory revision … Page files will go to the printer this week for final typesetting.  

The new directory will not have quite everything I envisioned – not every single 
email address for each of the 1,200-1,500 people listed – but we’ve made a good start. 
 I belatedly began scrutinizing our listing of wire services and news bureaus, but 
will need to leave the renovation of that section for the 2007 edition in order to get 
this year’s directory finished and printed.  Here’s that line of thinking and chain of 
events: 

o I thought Reuters should be listed along with AP and UPI but have not been 
able to get them to respond with the necessary data.  Then the regional UPI 
rep previously listed has retired but UPI headquarters has also not responded 
with revised information. 
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o So I sent an email to a handful of editors asking for their input.  My questions 
were:  1 – What wire services do newsrooms use these days other than The 
Associated Press?  2 – Should UPI and Reuters also be listed in our directory?  
3 – Are there other wire services TDNA has ignored? 

o That opened a new can of worms.  I’ve heard from three editors so far (Ray 
Wilkerson at the Bryan-College Station Eagle, Barry Robinson at the San 
Antonio Express-News, and Susan Bischoff at the Houston Chronicle) who 
use a variety of news services – some that we currently list in our directory 
and some that we don’t.  Spanish language news services are also important 
these days.  The news services section of the Editor & Publisher International 
Yearbook also shows who we’re missing. 

o I’m thinking our listings of “wire services” and “bureaus” are actually the 
same thing and should be combined as well as expanded.  But … since I’ve 
already taken so long to do this job, and since you are waiting for 2005 budget 
figures, and since the convention is breathing down our necks … this will 
have to wait until next time.  And I won’t make any major changes to this 
section without talking it over with you and giving you time to decide what 
would be the appropriate method of handling these listings. 

 
• Website… Job bank and news releases are now controlled in-house. 

  
• Associate member solicitation … As I’ve said every month, soon now. 

 
• Linage and Circulation reports … Helen and I are in the process of signing up 2006 

participants.   
 


